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In this Letter we report the experimental results on optical control of a p-wave Feshbach resonance,
by utilizing a laser driven bound-to-bound transition to shift the energy of closed channel molecule.
The magnetic field location for p-wave resonance as a function of laser detuning can be captured
by a simple formula with essentially one parameter, which describes how sensitive the resonance
depends on the laser detuning. The key result of this work is to demonstrate, both experimentally
and theoretically, that the ratio between this parameter for m = 0 resonance and that for m = ±1
resonance, to large extent, is universal. We also show that this optical control can create intriguing
situations where interesting few- and many-body physics can occurs, such as a p-wave resonance
overlapping with an s-wave resonance or three p-wave resonances being degenerate.
The capability of controlling the interaction strength
between atoms has led to tremendous progresses in the
field of ultracold atomic gases. Magnetic-field-induced
Feshbach resonance is one of such powerful tools and has
been widely used in studying strongly correlated degen-
erate atomic gases [1]. Another technique for tuning in-
teratomic interactions is the optical Feshbach resonance,
in which a pair of atoms in the scattering states are cou-
pled to an excited molecular state by a near photoas-
sociation resonance laser field [2]. The optical Feshbach
resonance offers a more flexible spatial and temporal con-
trol of interaction, since the laser intensity can vary on
short length and time scales [3, 4]. However, it also suf-
fers from rapid losses of atoms due to the light-induced
inelastic collisions between atoms.
Recently, an alternative method of optical control has
been implemented to avoid the problem of atom losses, in
which the optical control is combined with the magnetic
Feshbach resonance [5–14]. The key idea is that, instead
of coupling atoms in scattering states to a bound state,
the laser induces a bound-to-bound transition between
the closed channel molecule responsible for a magnetic
Feshbach resonance and an excited molecular state. In
this way, the laser can shift the energy of closed chan-
nel molecule, and thus moves the location of the mag-
netic Feshbach resonance. This method has been recently
demonstrated in both ultracold Bose [6, 8, 11] and Fermi
gases [10, 12]. It has been shown that the atom loss rate
can be reduced by an order of magnitude, while the ad-
vantage of high resolution of spatial and temporal control
is still maintained. To distinguish this method from the
conventional optical Feshbach resonance, we shall refer
to it as the optical control of a magnetic Feshbach reso-
nance.
p-wave interaction plays a crucial role in many quan-
tum many-body systems [15–21], especially in the real-
ization of topological superfluids [22–24]. Thus, the in-
tensively experimental efforts have been made on p-wave
Feshbach resonance in the last decade [25–33]. In this
Letter, we apply the method of optical control, for the
first time, to a high partial wave magnetic Feshbach res-
onance. We will highlight the universal features in such
an optical control. In addition, we will show that inter-
esting situations such as degenerate p-wave and s- and
p-wave overlapping resonances can indeed be created.
Experimental Setup. Our experiment is performed
with 40K Fermi gas of F = 9/2 manifold with atom num-
ber N = 2×106 and at temperature T/TF ≈ 0.3. Details
of our setup and state preparations can be found in Ref.
[10, 34]. We start with the p-wave resonance for two
atoms in |9/2,−7/2〉 ⊗ |9/2,−7/2〉 with a magnetic field
along zˆ direction. Because of the magnetic dipolar inter-
action, the m = 0 resonance occurs at a slightly higher
field of 198.8 G and m = ±1 resonance at a slightly lower
field of 198.3 G, as shown in Fig. 1(b1) and (c1). We first
consider the situation that a laser with linear polariza-
tion along zˆ is applied to the sample, as shown in Fig.
1(a). Both the rotational and the time reversal sym-
metry are still preserved, under the condition that the
photon recoil energy is sufficiently weak compared to the
detuning and can be safely ignored. Hence, the m = ±1
resonances remain degenerate even in the presence of the
optical control laser.
Optical Shift of Resonance Position. When the laser is
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The capability of controlling the interaction strength
between atoms has led to tremendous progresses in the
field of ultracold atomic gases. Magnetic-field-induced
Feshbach resonance is one of such powerful tools and
has been widely used in studying strong correlated de-
generate atomic gases. Another technique for tuning in-
teratomic interactions is optical Feshbach resonance, in
which a pair of atoms in the scattering states are coupled
to an excited molecular state by a near photoassociation
resonance laser field. Optical Feshbach resonance o↵ers
more flexible on spatial and temporal control of interac-
tion, since the laser intensity can vary on short length
and time scales. However, it also su↵ers from rapid loss
of atoms due to the light-induced inelastic collisions be-
tween atoms.
Recently, an alternative optical control has been im-
plemented to avoid the atom loss problem, and this opti-
cal control has to be combined with the magnetic Fesh-
bach resonance. The key idea is that, instead of coupling
atoms in the scattering state to a bound state, the laser
induces a bound-to-bound transition between the closed
channel molecule for a magnetic Feshbach resonance and
another excited state molecule. In this way, the laser can
shift the energy of closed channel molecule, and therefore
it moves the location of a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
This method has been recently demonstrated in both ul-
tracold Bose and Fermi gases. The loss rate is reduced by
an order of magnitude, while it still maintains the advan-
tage of high resolution of spatial and temporal control.
To distinguish this method from the conventional optical
Feshbach resonance, here we refer it as optical control of
a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
p-wave interaction plays a crucial role in many quan-
tum many-body systems, in particular, in term of real-
izing topological superfluids. Recent works also reveal
interesting many-body physics when a p-wave Feshbach
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, for
the first time we apply this optical control to a high par-
tial wave magnetic Feshbach resonance. For instance,
we show that the p-wave resonance between |9/2, 7/2i
atoms in 198.3G can be shifted by about 10G in prac-
tices, and therefore overlaps with the s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an interesting
quantum many-body system with both resonating p-wave
and s-wave interactions.
Note that for the p-wave resonance, suppose the mag-
netic field is along zˆ and polarizes the spin direction, the
magnetic dipole energy will be di↵erent between m = 0
resonance and m = ±1 resonances, which will split a p-
wave magnetic Feshbach resonance into two resonances.
When applying an optical control, we first consider the
situation that the laser is linearly polarized along zˆ, the
rotational symmetry is still preserved (under the condi-
tion that the photo recoil energy is su ciently weak com-
paring to detuning and can be safely ignored). Hence,
the m = ±1 resonances remain degenerate even in the
presence of the optical control laser. In this case, our
experiment finds that, with the same laser field strength,
the shift of m = 0 resonance is always larger than the
m = ±1 resonances. Our experiment also indicates that
that this is a universal phenomenon because the same
feature is observed by choosing di↵erent p-wave magnetic
Feshbach resonances and by choosing di↵erent molecular
excited states. We develop a simple theoretical model to
show that this is indeed the case and is indeed a uni-
versal phenomenon. Moreover, we also observe that, if
the polarization of the laser is perpendicular to zˆ, the
rotational symmetry along zˆ is explicitly broken, and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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Feshbach resonance is one of such powerful tools and
has be n widely used in studying strong correlated de-
g nerate atomic gases. Another technique for tuning in-
teratomic interactio s is optical Feshbach resonance, in
which a pair of atoms in the scattering states are coupled
to an excited molecular state by a near photoassociation
r sonance laser field. Optical F shb ch resonance o↵ers
m re flexible on spatial and tempor l control of interac-
tion, since the laser intensity can vary on short length
and time scales. However, it also su↵ers from rapid loss
of at ms due to the light-induced in lastic ollisions be-
tween atoms.
Rec ntly, an alternative optical control has been im-
pl mented to avoid the ato loss problem, and this opti-
cal control has to be combined with the mag etic Fesh-
bach resonance. The key idea is that, instead of coupling
at ms in th scattering state to bound state, the laser
induces a bound-to-bound transition between the closed
c annel molecule for a m gnetic Feshbach resonance and
another excited state olecule. In this w y, the laser can
s ift the en rgy of closed channel olecule, and therefore
it moves the location of a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
This method has been recently d monstrated in both ul-
tracold Bose and Fermi gases. The loss rate is reduced by
an order of magnitu e, whil it still maintains the advan-
ta e of high resolution of spatial and tempor l control.
To disti guish this ethod from the conventional optical
Feshbach resonance, here we refer it as optical control of
a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
p-wave interaction plays a crucial role in many quan-
tum many-body systems, in particular, in term of real-
izing topological superfluids. Recent works also reveal
interesting many-body physics when a p-wave Feshbach
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, for
the first time we apply this optical control to a high par-
tial wave magnetic Feshbach resonance. For instance,
we show that the p-wave resonance between |9/2, 7/2i
atoms in 198.3G can be shifted by about 10G in prac-
tices, and therefore overlaps with the s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an interesting
quantum ma y-body system wi both resonating p-wave
a d s-wave interactions.
Note that for the p-wave r ona c , suppose the mag-
netic field is along zˆ and polarizes the spin direction, the
magnetic dipole energy will be di↵er nt betwee m = 0
resonance and m = ±1 resona ces, which ill split a p-
wave magneti Feshbach resonance into t o resonances.
When applying an optical control, we first consider the
situation that the laser is line rly polarized along zˆ, the
rotational symmetry is still preserved (under the condi-
tion that the photo r c il ergy is s  ciently weak com-
paring to etuning a d can be safely ignored). Hence,
t e m = ±1 resonan es remain degenerate even in the
presence of the optical control laser. In this case, our
experiment finds that, with the same las r field strength,
t shift f m = 0 resonance is always larger than the
m = ±1 resonances. Our ex eriment also indicates that
that this is a universal pheno enon because the same
feature is observed by choosing di↵erent p-wave magnetic
Feshbach resonances and by choosing di↵erent molecular
excited states. We develop a simple theoretical model to
show that this is indeed the case and is indeed a uni-
versal phenomenon. Moreover, we also observe that, if
the polarization of the laser is perpendicular to zˆ, the
rotational symmetry along zˆ is explicitly broken, and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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Th capability of co rolling t e int a tion s re gth
betw n s has led to tr mendous pr g sses in the
field of ultra old tomic gases. Magn tic-field-i duced
Fe hba h resonance i n of suc powerful tools a
as b en widely u ed in s udying strong co related e-
ge er te at ic gases. Another t chniqu for tuning in-
terato ic interactions is optical Fes bach res na c , in
which a p ir of atoms in the scattering state are coupled
to an exci ed molecular state by a nea ph t ass cia ion
resonance laser field. Optic l Feshbach eson nc o↵ers
more flexible on spatial and t mporal control f interac-
tio , si ce the las intensity c n vary on short length
and tim scales. How , it also su↵ers from rapid loss
of at ms d e to the light-induced inelastic collisions be-
tw e atoms.
R c tly, an alter ativ optic l con rol has b n im-
pleme t d to v id the atom lo s probl m, a d this pti-
al control has e ombined wit th magn ic F sh-
bach re nanc . Th key idea is that, inst ad of oupling
atoms in th scat ring state to a bound te, the l ser
induc s a bound-t -b und ra si ion between the closed
chan el m le ule for a magne ic Feshbach reso a ce and
anot excited state molecule. In thi way, th laser can
shift he energy of closed channel molecule, an th refore
it moves the location of m gnetic Feshbach reson ce.
his met od ha been recently demonstrated in b th ul-
tracold Bo e and F rmi gases. T los rate i reduced by
n order of m gnitude, while it still main ains the dvan-
tage of high esolution of spatial nd mpor l control.
To disti guish his m th d from the conven io al optical
Feshbach resonance, here we refer it as op ical c ntrol of
a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
p-wave in eraction la a crucial role in many quan-
um many-body system , in particular, in term of real-
izing topological superfluids. Re e works also reveal
interesting many-body physics when a p-wave Feshbach
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, for
the first time we apply this optical control to a high par-
tial w ve magnetic F shbach re onanc . For instance,
we show th t the p-wave resonan e betwe n |9/2, 7/2i
toms in 198.3G can b shif ed by about 10G in prac-
tices, nd therefore overl ps with t e s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an inter sting
quantum many-body system with both res ating p-wave
nd s-w ve interactions.
Note that for the p-wav reso an e, suppos the mag-
netic field is along zˆ and p larizes the spin direction,
magnetic dip le n rgy will be di↵erent betwee m = 0
sona e and = ±1 resonances, which will split a p-
w ve mag tic Feshbach resonanc into two resonances.
When applying an ptical control, we first consider the
situati n that the laser is lin arly polarized long zˆ,
ro ational symmetry i still pres rved ( nd r the condi-
ion that the pho o rec il energy is su ciently weak com-
paring o detuning and can be s fely ig or d). Hence,
the m = ±1 resonances re ain degenerat even in the
presence of the optic l contr l laser. I this case, our
expe iment finds that, with the s me laser fi ld stre g h,
the shift of m = 0 resona ce is always l rger than the
m = ±1 resonances. Our experim n als indicates that
t at this is a univ rsal phenom no b cause the same
f ature is ob erved by choosing di↵erent p-wave mag etic
Feshbach reso a ces and by choosing di↵erent molecular
exci ed st es. We d velop a simple theoretical model to
show that this is indeed the ase and is indeed a uni-
versal pheno enon. Moreover, we also observe that, if
the polarization of the laser is perpendicular to zˆ, the
rot tional symmetry along zˆ is explicitly broken, and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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Th capability of controlli g th interaction strength
betwe n atoms has led o tr mendous pr gress s in the
field of u trac ld atomic gases. Magne ic-field-indu ed
Fes ba h resonance is one of such pow rful o ls and
h s be n widely used in stud ing st ong cor elated de-
generat atomic gases. A oth r technique f r tu ing in-
t atomic interactions is optical Feshb ch resonance, in
whi h a p ir of toms in the scatteri g states coupled
to a excited molecular state by a near photoassocia on
res ance l er fi ld. Optical Fes bach res nance o↵ rs
m re flexible on spatial and temporal contr l of interac-
tion, since the l ser in ensi y can vary on hort ength
and time scales. However, it also su↵ rs from rapid loss
of atoms due to the light-i uced inelastic collisions be-
tween atoms.
Recen ly, an alternative optical control has b n im-
plem nted t av id the atom loss problem, and this opti-
c l contr l has to be co bine with he mag etic Fesh-
bach resonance. The key ide is that, instead of coupli g
at ms in the scattering st te to a bound sta e, th laser
induces a bound-to-bound tr nsition between the cl sed
chann l molecule for magnetic Feshbach resonance nd
an ther excite state mol cule. In this way, the laser can
shift the en r y of closed channel molecule, and therefore
it mo s t location of a magnetic Feshbach res ce.
This ethod ha be n recently demonstra d in bo h ul-
tracold B e and Fermi ga es. Th lo s rate is reduced by
an ord r of magnitud , while it still maint ins the advan-
tage of high resolutio of spatial and temporal control.
To distinguish this met od from the conventional o tical
Feshbach resonance, here we refer it as ptic l control of
a magnetic Fesh ach resonance.
p-wave interaction plays a crucial role in many quan-
tum many-body systems, in particula , in term of real-
izing topological superfluids. Recent works also reveal
interesting many-body physics when a p-wave Feshbach
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, for
the first time we apply this optical control to a high par-
tial wave magnetic Feshbach res nance. For insta ce,
we show th t the p-wav resonance between |9/2, 7/2i
atoms in 198.3G ca b shifted by about 10G in prac-
tices, and therefore ove laps with th s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an interesting
quantum many-body system with both resonating p-wave
and s-wave i teractions.
Note a for t e p-wav reson nce, suppos the mag-
netic fiel is along zˆ and polarizes the spin directio , the
magnetic dipole energy will be i↵ rent betw en m = 0
o ance and m = ±1 resonances, which will split a p-
wave magnetic Feshbach r son nc into two r sonances.
When applying an opti l contr l, we first consid r the
situation that the las r is linearly pola ized along zˆ, the
otational symme y is still preserved (und r the condi-
tion that th photo rec il e ergy is su ciently weak com-
paring t detu ing and can be safel ignored). Hence,
the m = ±1 resonances remain deg nerate even in the
presence of the optical control laser. In this c se, our
experim t finds that, with the same laser field strength,
the shift of m = 0 resonance i always larger than the
m = ±1 resonances. Our experiment also indicates that
that this is a universal phenomenon because the same
feature is obs rved by cho sing di↵erent p-wa magnetic
Feshb ch res ances and by choosing i↵erent molecular
excited st tes. We develop a sim le theoretical mo el to
show that this is inde d the case and is indeed a uni-
versal phenomenon. Moreover, we also observe that, if
the polarization of the laser is perpendicular to zˆ, the
rotational symmetry along zˆ is explicitly broken, and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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The capability of controlling the int raction strength
between atoms has led to tremendous pro res es i
field of ultracold atomic gases. Mag eti -field-i uced
Feshbach resonance is o e of such p werful tools and
has been widely used in studying strong correlated de-
generate atomic gases. Another technique for tuni g in-
teratomic interactions is opti l Feshbach resonance, in
which a pair of atoms in the scattering states re c u led
to an excited molecular st te by a ne r phot association
resonance laser field. Opti al Feshb h resonance o↵ers
more flexible on spatial nd temp ral ontrol of interac-
tion, since the laser inte sity a vary on shor length
and time scales. However, it also su↵ers from rapid loss
of atoms due to the light-induced inel tic collisio s b -
tween atoms.
Recently, an alternative ptical control has been i -
plemented to avoid the atom los problem, and this opti-
cal control has to be combine with the magnetic Fesh-
bach resonance. The key idea is that, instea of c upling
atoms in the scattering state to a bound state, t e laser
induces a bound-to-bound transition between t e closed
channel molecule for a magneti Feshbach reso ance and
another excited state molecule. In this way, t e laser can
shift the energy of closed ch n el mol cule, an therefo e
it moves the location of a agnetic Feshbach re on nce.
This method has been rece tly demonstrated in b th ul-
tracold Bose and Fermi gas . The los rate is reduced by
an order of magnitude, while it still ai t ins th adv n-
tage of high resolution of s ti l and t m r l control.
To distinguish this method fro the conventional optical
Feshbach resonance, here we refer it as optical control of
a magnetic Feshbach resonanc .
p-wave interaction plays a crucial role in many quan-
tum many-body systems, in par icular, in term of real-
izing topological superfluids. Recent works also reveal
interesting many-body physics when a p-wave Feshbach
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, for
the first time we apply this optical control to a high par-
tial wave magnetic Feshbach resonance. For instance,
we show that the p-wave resonance between |9/2, 7/2i
toms in 198.3G ca be shifted by about 10G in prac-
tice , and theref r overlaps with the s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an interesting
quantum many-body system with both resonating p-wave
a d s-w ve interactions.
Note that for the p-wave reson nc , suppose the mag-
netic field is along zˆ and polarizes the spin direc io , the
magnetic dipole energy will be di↵erent b twe n m = 0
reso ance and m = ±1 resonances, which will split a p-
wave agn tic Feshbach r sonance i to tw s nances.
When applying an optical co trol, w first consid r the
si uation that the laser is linearly pol rized long zˆ, the
rotational symmetry is still preserved (under t e di-
io that the photo recoil nergy is su cien l weak com-
paring to detu ing and can be s fely ignor d). He ,
the m = ±1 resonances remain degenerat ev n in th
resen e of the optical control laser. I this case, our
experiment finds that, with the same laser field strength,
the shift of m = 0 resonance is always la ger than the
m = ±1 resonances. Our e perimen also in icates that
that this is a universal phe omenon because the same
feature is o served by choosing di↵erent p-wave magnetic
Feshbach resonances and by ch osi g di↵erent molecular
excited states. We develop a simple theoretical model to
show that this is indeed the ase and is indeed a uni-
versal phenomenon. Moreover, we also observe that, if
the polarization of the laser is perpendicular to zˆ, the
rotational symmetry along zˆ is explicitly broken, and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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The capability of contr lling t interaction streng h
between atoms h s l d to remendous prog s s in the
field of ultracold atomi gases. Magnetic-fi ld-induced
Feshbach resonance is o e of su h powerfu tools and
has been widely used i studying stro g c r late de-
generate atomic gases. Ano her technique for tuning in-
teratomic interactions is op ical Feshbach r s an e, in
which a pair of atoms in the scat ering stat s are coupled
to an excited olecular state by a ne phot ssociati n
resonance laser field. Optical Feshb ch res n nce ↵ers
more flexible on spatial nd empor l con rol of inter -
tion, since the laser intensity c n vary o short le gth
and time scales. H wev r, it als su↵ r from rapid los
of atoms due to t e light-induced in las ic c llisions be-
tween atoms.
Recently, an altern tiv optical c n rol h been im-
plemented to avoid the atom o s prob em, a this pti-
cal control has t b combined wit th m gne ic Fes -
bach resonance. The key dea i that, i s ead of coupli g
atoms in the scattering state to a bound sta e, the laser
induces a bound-to-bound tr i io betwee he closed
channel molecule f r a mag e ic Fes bach resonance and
another excited st te m le ul . I his w y, he laser can
shift the energy of closed channel m lecule, d therefore
it moves the location of a agne ic Feshb ch resonance.
This method has been rec ntly mo strat d in bo ul-
tracold Bose and Fermi gases. The loss rate is r duced by
an order of magni ude, w ile it still mai tains he adv -
tage of high resoluti n of spatial and tempo al o trol.
To distinguish this me od from the conv nti nal op ical
Feshbach resonance, her w r fer as opti l control of
a agnetic Feshbach resona c .
p-wave interaction plays a crucial role in man quan-
tum many-body systems, in particula , in term of re l-
izing topological superfluids. Recent works also r ve l
interesting many-body phys cs when a -wave F shb ch
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. I this l tter, fo
the first time we apply his opti l control t a high par-
ial wave magnetic Feshbach r sonanc . For ins anc ,
w show that the p-wave reson nce betw en |9/2, 7/2i
atoms in 198.3G can be shifted by a out 10G in prac-
ces, and erefore overlaps with the -w ve betwe n
|9/2, 7/2 and |9/2, 9/2i. This create an inter sting
qua tum many-body system wi h bo h resonating p-wav
and s-wave int ractions.
Note that for th p-wave reso ance, sup se the mag-
netic field is alo g zˆ d polarizes th spin di ection, the
magnetic dipole energy ill be di↵ en b tw n m = 0
resonance an m = ±1 resonances, whi will plit a p-
wave magnetic Feshbach reso ance into two re onanc s.
Whe applying an op ical control, we first consi er the
situatio that th l ser is lin arly polarized along zˆ, the
rotational symme ry is s ill pres ved (under th condi-
tion that the phot coil nergy is su ciently w ak com-
paring to detuning and ca be saf ly i nor d). H nce,
the m = ±1 resonances rem in degenera e ev in the
pre enc of the optical c ol laser. In is case, our
experiment finds hat, wi h the ame l er field trength,
the sh ft of m = 0 re ona ce is alw y l g r than the
m = ±1 resonances. Our experi en also indicat hat
hat t is is a universal phenomenon b cause the sam
feature is bserved by c o sing di↵er nt p-wave mag eti
F hb ch resonances and by choosing di↵ ent olecular
excited states. We d velop a simple th oretical model t
show that this is inde d the ca and is indeed a uni-
versal phe omenon. Moreover, e also ob ve that, if
the polarization of th lase is p rpendic lar to zˆ, the
rotational symmetry long zˆ is expl citly brok , and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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The c pa ility of controlling the interac i strength
between atoms has led to treme dous progr s es in he
field of ultracold a o ic ga es. Mag tic-fi ld-induced
Feshbach resonance is one of such powerful ool and
has been widely used in studying st ong correlated de-
generate atomi gases. Another echnique for tuning i -
teratomic inter ctions i optical Feshbach resona ce, in
whi a pair of toms in the cattering states are oupled
to an excited ol cular state by a near photoa sociation
resonance laser field. Optical Feshba h resonance o↵ers
m re flexible on spatial and tempor l control of i terac-
tion, since the la er i tensity can vary on short l ngt
d time scales. H w ver, it ls u↵ers f m rapid loss
f atoms due o the light-indu ed inel tic ollisions be-
tween atoms.
Re n ly, an alt rnativ optical control ha been im-
ple nte to avoid the a m lo s p oblem, and t is op -
cal control has be c bin d with the magnetic Fesh-
bach resonance. The key id a is hat, stead of coupli g
atoms in the scatt ing s to a bound s at , the l ser
induces a b und-to-bound transition b ween the los d
channel molecule fo m gn tic F shbach reson nce a d
another excited state mol cul . In this way, he laser can
shift the nergy f lose ch nnel m l cule, d her fo
it moves the loc ti of a magnetic Feshbac r s nan e.
This ethod has b n re ently demonstrated i both ul-
tracold Bose nd Fermi gases. T e loss r te is redu d by
an order of magnitu e, while it still main ains the advan-
tag of high resolu i of sp tial nd t poral c trol.
To distinguish this method fro t e c nv ntional ptic l
Feshbach resonance, here w fer it s optical ontrol of
a magnetic Feshbach resonan e.
p-wav intera tio play a crucial role in any qu n-
tum many-body syst ms, in par icular, in t rm of re l-
izing top logical sup rfluids. Recent orks also revea
interesting many-body physics whe p-w ve Feshbac
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, fo
the first time we app y this opti al control to a igh pa -
tial wave magnetic Feshbach resonance. For instance,
w show that t e p-wave r so ance between |9/2, 7/2i
atoms in 198.3G c be shifte by about 10G in prac-
tices, and therefore overl ps with the s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates a i t res ing
quant m many-body system with both resonating p-wave
d -wave interacti .
N te that for th p-wave resonance, suppose the mag-
netic field is along zˆ and p lariz s the spin direction, the
mag eti ip le energy will be di↵erent between m = 0
resonance and m = ±1 resonanc s, hich will split a p-
wave mag etic Feshbach res ance into two r on nces.
Wh n applying n optic l contr l, w first consider he
ituation that the l ser is l ea ly polariz d along zˆ, the
rotational symmetry is still pres rved (under th condi-
ti n that the photo recoil energy is su ciently weak com-
paring o detuning a d c n b s f ly ign r d). H ce,
the m = ± esona ces re ain deg nerate v n in the
presence of e optical contr l laser. In thi ase, ur
experim nt finds that, with the ame laser field strength,
the shift of m = 0 r sonanc is lwa s larger tha the
m = ±1 resonances. Our exp riment lso indicates that
that this is a univer al phenom non b cause the s me
f ture is observ d by c osing di↵er nt p-w ve magn tic
F shbac res nances a d by ch o i g di↵ ent olecular
excited tates. We devel a si ple the r tical model to
show that this is inde d the case d i indeed a uni-
ve sal phenomenon. M re ver, we lso observe th t, if
the pol rization of the laser is perpendicular to zˆ, th
rot tional symmetry along zˆ is xplicitly br ken, a as
expect d, the m = ±1 res n nce will plit.
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The capability of controlling the i teraction strength
between atoms has led to tremendous progresses in the
field of ultracold atomic gases. M gn tic-field-induc d
Feshbach resonance is one f such pow rful tools nd
has been wid l used in tudying strong correlated de-
g nerate ato ic gases. Another t c nique for tuni g in-
t rat mic interactions is ptical Feshbach reso ance, i
which a pair f toms in the sca t ring states are coupl
to an excite mol cular state by near photoassociation
r son nce laser field. Opti al Feshba h r s ance o↵ers
more flexible on spatial and temporal cont ol f i t rac-
tion, since the laser i tensit can vary on short length
and time scales. However, it also su↵ers fro rapid l ss
of atoms due to th light-indu d inelastic ollisions be-
twe n atoms.
Rece tly, a lter a iv op ical contr l has be n im-
plement d to avoid the atom lo s problem, and this op i-
cal c ntrol has to be com ined w th the magnetic Fesh-
bach res nance. The key id a is that, instead of coupling
atoms in the sc ing st te o b und st te, the laser
induces a b und-t -bound transition be ween h clos d
hannel molecule for a mag etic Feshbach resonance and
anoth r excited sta molecule. In this way, the la er can
shift the en rgy f close h nnel m lecule, nd refore
it moves the loca i of a m gnetic Feshbach reson nce.
This meth d has be n rec tly d monstrat d i both ul-
tracold Bose and Fermi gases. The loss r t i educed by
an order of magnitude, whil it st l maintains the advan-
tage of high resolution f spatial and temporal co trol.
o distingu this eth d from the c nventional ptical
Feshbach r so anc , here we refer it as op ical contr l f
magnetic Feshbach resonance.
p-wave interaction plays a cruci l r l in many qu -
tu many-body yst m , i par icul , in term f re l-
izing topologic l superfluids. Rec nt works also reveal
interesting many-b dy p ysics whe a p-wave Feshbach
reson nce sits nearby an -w ve ne. In this letter, for
he firs time w apply this o i al control to a high par-
ti l w ve magn tic Feshbach reso ce. For instance,
w s o that t e p-wave reso ance betw en |9/2, 7/2i
atoms i 198.3G can be shifted by about 10G in prac-
tices, and therefore overlaps with the s-wave betw en
|9/2, 7/2i nd |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an i teresting
qua tum m ny-body system wi h both res ating p-wave
d s-wave intera tions.
Note that for the p-wave r so ance, suppose the m g-
netic field is long zˆ and polarizes the spin direction, the
magnetic dipole energy will be di↵er nt between m = 0
resonance and m = ±1 resonances, which ill split a p-
w ve magnetic Feshbach resona ce i to tw resonances.
Wh n applying an optical control, we first consider
situ tion that th laser is linearly polarized lo g zˆ, the
ota ional sym etry is still pres rved (under the condi-
tion that the photo r c il energy is su ciently weak com-
paring to detuning a d can b safely ignore ). Hence,
the m = ±1 r s s remain dege rate even in
presence of th p ic l control las r. In this ase, our
experiment finds hat, with the same las r field strength,
th shift of m = 0 reson ce is lways larger than th
m = ±1 resonances. Our xperim nt also indicat s th
th t this is a universal phen menon b cause the same
feature is obs rved by choosing di↵ere t -w ve magn tic
Feshbach resonances and by ch osing di↵erent mol cul r
xcited sta s. W develop a si ple he r tic l mode to
s ow that this is ind ed th case and is i eed a uni-
versal phenomenon. M reover, w also observe that, if
the polarization of the laser is p pendicular t zˆ, the
rotational symmetry along zˆ is explicitly broke , an as
expec d, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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The apabilit of controlling the i er ction stre gth
between at ms h s l d rem nd us r gre ses i t e
field of ultr c ld at mic gases. Mag etic-fi ld-i du d
F shb ch resonance is one of such p w r ul ools and
has b en widely us d n stud ing strong corr lated de-
g nerate atomic gase . Another technique for u i g in-
teratomic in eractions is optic l Feshbach resonance, i
which a p ir of atoms in t e sca teri g ates re coupled
an excit d m lecular state by a ear pho oas ci tion
r sonance laser fi ld. Optic l Feshbac r sonance ↵ers
more flexible on spatial and tem oral ontrol of interac-
ti n, si ce the las r t n i y can vary n short length
and time scales. H wev r, it also su↵ers fr m r pid loss
of at ms due t th light-induced in lasti collisi ns be-
tween atoms.
R cen ly, an alt r a iv op i a control h e im-
plem ted t av id the tom loss proble , and this opti-
cal control ha to be c mbined wit the mag eti Fesh-
bach reson nce. T key idea is at, instead f coupling
atoms in the cattering state to a bound st e, th las r
induces a bou -t -bound transition bet ee he closed
cha nel mol c le for a gnetic F s bach r so ance nd
another excited ta e olecule. In this ay, the laser can
shift he e ergy f closed channel m l cul , a d ther for
i moves the locati n of a magnetic Feshb ch resonance.
This method has bee recently demonstrated in both ul-
tracold Bos and Ferm gases. Th l ss rate is reduced by
an order of m g itu , while it s ill mai t ins the advan-
tage of high lution of spa ial and tempor control.
To distinguish this method fr m the conven onal optical
Feshbach resonance, here e refer it as optical control of
a magnetic Feshbach reson ce.
p-wave interactio plays a crucial role in many quan-
tum many-body sy ems, in p rticular, i erm f real-
izing topological superfluids. Recent works also reveal
interesting many-body physics when a p-wave Feshbach
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, for
the first time we apply his optical control to a high par-
tial wave magnetic Feshbac resonance. Fo ins nce,
w show that th p-wave resonan e betw en |9/2, 7/2i
atoms i 198.3G can b shifted by about 10G in prac-
ti es, and therefore overlaps with th s-wave be w en
|9/2, 7/2 and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an interes ing
q antum many-body system with both r sonating p-wave
a d s-wave interactions.
Not at fo the p-wave es na e, suppose the mag-
netic field is along zˆ an polarizes th in di ectio , the
mag e ic dipol energy w ll b di↵erent between m = 0
resonanc a d m = ±1 r sonanc s, which w l plit a p-
wave m gnetic F s b c r s n nce in o w r so a c s.
Wh applying a optical contr l, we first c nsider the
i uation that th lase is linearly ola ized lon zˆ, the
rotational symm try is till preserved (unde th condi-
ti n t t t e photo r c il e ergy is su cie tly w ak com-
par ng to d tu i g and ca be afe y ignored). Hence,
the m = ±1 reso ances remain egen at eve in the
pre n of the op ic l control la r. In hi c se, our
exp iment finds that, wi h the same laser field str ngth,
the shift of m = 0 resonance is alway larger tha the
m = ±1 resonances. Our ex iment also ndicates that
hat this is a universal ph nomenon because the ame
feature is observed by ch o ing di↵erent p-wave m g etic
Feshbach resonances nd by ch osing i↵erent mol cular
excited states. We develop a simple theoretical model to
show that this is indeed e case and is indeed un -
versal phenomenon. Moreov r, we also observe that, if
the polarization of the laser is perp ndicular to zˆ, the
rotational symmetry along ˆ is explicitly brok n, and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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The c pa ility f controll the inter i strength
betw en atoms has l d to tr me d us pr gr s es i he
field of u tracold a omic ga es. Mag tic-field- nd ced
Feshbach resona c i on of such powerful ool and
has be n w dely u ed in s udyi g tro co related de-
g nerat atomi g ses. Another hnique f r t ning i -
tera omic interactio s i op ical Feshbach re onance, in
w ich a p ir of atoms i the sc ttering s ates are coupl d
to an xcited olecular st t by a near pho oa sociation
r son e las r field. Optical F shb h res nance o↵ers
re fl xible n spatial a d temp r l co trol of interac-
tion, since the la er inte sity can v ry on shor length
and time s les. H w ver, it als su↵ers f apid los
of atoms due o he light-in uced in la tic ollis o s be-
tween oms.
R c n ly, an lternativ op ic l contr l has been im-
pl men to avoid he t loss p oblem, a t is pti-
cal con r l as t be com in d wi h the ag tic Fesh-
bach es nce. The k y id is that, i ste d of coupli g
at ms i sc te ing state t a b u d sta e, the laser
induces a b und-to-b und transiti b w en the los d
c annel l c le for gn tic Feshbach r o nce a d
an th r xcited tate ol cul . I his w y, he l ser can
if the en r y f clos d chan el molec l , and herefor
it moves the location of a magnetic F shbach r sonance.
This met od s be re ently d mon tra d in b th ul-
t acold Bose n F r i gas s. The loss ra e i duced by
an order of magnitu e, whil it til m i ains the dva -
ta e of high re lu ion of spatial nd t mpor l control.
To disti gui h this me from he conv nti al optic
Feshbach s ance, here w efe i as optical cont ol f
a magnetic Feshbach r o ance.
p-wav interacti n lays crucial r le in many qua -
um m ny-body syst ms, in particu ar, n te m of r al-
izing ological sup rfluids. R cent wo ks als reveal
interest g ma y-body physics when a p-wave Feshbach
resonance sits n rby an s-wave one. In this let er, for
the first ime w apply thi optical cont ol t high par-
tial wav m gn ic F s bach resonanc . For instance,
we show hat the p-wav sonance betwe n |9/2, 7/2i
ato s i 198.3G ca be s ifted by abou 10G in prac-
tices, d therefore overlap with the s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i a d |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an i t rest g
quantum many-body syst m ith both resonating p-wave
nd s-wave interactions.
Note that for th p-wav r sona c , ppose the mag-
i fi ld s alo g zˆ d p l riz the spi direction, th
magnetic dip le en rgy will be d ↵er nt b ween m = 0
esonance a d m = ±1 re ona ces, which will split p-
wave mag ti Feshbach resonanc i to two esonanc s.
When pplying an optical ntro , fir t onsider the
situat on tha the l ser is i rly polariz d alo g zˆ, th
rota ional symmetry is s ill p es rved (u der th condi-
t on that the pho o c il rgy is s  c ly ak com-
paring o etu ing a d can e s fely i or d). Henc ,
the m = ±1 resona es remain d g n rat ven in e
prese f ical control las . In thi cas , our
experim nt finds that, with h same la r field t eng ,
t s ift f m = 0 resonan e is lway larger tha the
m = ±1 resonances. Our ex rimen lso indicat s th t
that this is a un ver al phen me on bec use the a e
feature is obs rv d by c osing d ↵er nt p-w ve magn tic
Feshbac r s na c s a d by ch ing di↵ ent mol cular
excited stat . We develo a sim l th o e ical m del to
show that this i ind ed the case d is indeed uni-
ersal ph nom non. Moreover, we also ob erve that, if
he polarization of the las r is perp dicular to zˆ, the
rotational symm ry long zˆ is ex licitly br k , and as
expected, the m = ±1 resonance will split.
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The capability of controlling the interaction stre gth
between atoms has led o tremen ous progresses in t e
field of ultracold atomic gases. Magnetic-field-indu d
Feshbach resonance is one of such powerful tools and
has been widely used in studying strong correlated de-
generate atomic gases. Another technique for tuning in-
teratomic interactions is optical Feshbach res nance, in
which a pair of atoms in the scatterin states are coupled
to an excited molecular st te by a near photoassociation
resonance laser fi ld. Optical Feshbach resonance o↵ers
more flexibl on spatial and temporal control of nt rac-
tion, since the laser nsi y can vary on short length
and time scales. However, it al o su↵ rs from rapid lo s
of atoms due to the light-induced inelastic collisions be-
tween atoms.
Recently, an alternative o tic control has been im-
plemented o avoid the atom loss problem, d this pti-
cal control has to be ombined with the magnetic Fesh-
bach resonance. The key idea is that, instea of coupling
atoms in the scattering state to a bound state, the l ser
induces a bound-to-bound transition between the closed
channel olecul for a m gnetic Feshbach resonance and
another ex ited state molecule. In this way, the las r c n
shift the energy of closed channel molecule, and therefore
it moves the location of a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
This method has been recen ly demonstrated i o h ul-
tracold Bose d Fermi gas s. The loss rate is redu ed by
an order of magnitude, while i still maintai s the advan-
tage of high resolution of spatial and tempora ontrol.
To distinguish this meth d from the conventional opti al
Feshbach resonance, here we refer it as optical control of
a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
p-wave interaction plays a crucial role in many quan-
tum many-body systems, in particular, in term of real-
izing topological superfluids. Recent works als reveal
interesting many-body physics wh n a p-wave Feshba h
resonance sits nearby an s-wave one. In this letter, for
the first time we apply this optica control to high par-
tial w ve agnetic Feshbach resonance. For instance,
we sh w t at the p-wave resonance betwee |9/2, 7/2i
atoms n 198.3G can be shifted by about 10G in prac-
tices, and therefore overlaps with the s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2i and |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an interesting
quantum many-body system with both re onating p-wave
a d s-w ve interacti ns.
Not t a for th p-wa so ance, suppose the mag-
netic field is along zˆ and polarizes th spin direction, the
magnetic dipole energ will be di↵ rent b tween m = 0
reso ance nd = ±1 resonances, which will split a p-
wav magnetic Feshbach resonance into t o resonances.
Whe applying an op ical control, we first consider the
ituation tha the aser is linearly polarized along zˆ, the
rot tional symmetry is still preserved (un er the condi-
tion that th photo recoil energy is su cie tly weak com-
paring to detuning and can be safely ignored). Hence,
the m = ±1 r sonances remain degenerate even in he
presence of he optical control laser. In this c se, our
experiment finds that, with the same laser field strength,
th shift of m = 0 resonance is always larger than he
m = ±1 resonances. Our experiment also indicates that
that this is a universal phe omenon becaus the sa
fe tu e is obs rved by choosing di↵ere p-w v magnetic
Fe hbach r sonanc s and by choosing di↵ rent molecular
excited sta es. We develop a simple theoretical model to
show that this is indeed th case and is indeed a u i-
v rsal phenomenon. Moreover, we also observe that, if
the polarization of the las r is perpendicular to zˆ, the
rotational symmetry al g zˆ i explicitly broken, and as
xpected, the m = ±1 resonance will plit.
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The capability of controlling the interaction strength
between atoms ha led to tremendous progresses in the
field of u tracold atomic gas s. Magnetic-field- d ed
Feshbach resonance is on of such pow rful to ls and
has been widely used in tudying stro co related de-
generate at mic gases. An ther echniqu for t ning i -
teratomic interactions is optical Feshbach resonance, in
which a pair of atoms in the scattering ates ar coupl
to an excited molecul r sta by a near photo ssoci tio
resona c laser fi ld. Optic l Feshbac resonance o↵ers
mor flexibl on spati l an temporal control of in erac-
tion, inc the l ser inte sity c n vary on ort length
and time sc le . Ho ev r, it als su↵ers fr m rapid loss
of atoms d e t he light-induced in lastic collis ons be-
tween ato s.
Recently, an altern tiv p i al c ntrol h s been im-
pleme ted to void the tom loss probl m, nd is p i-
cal ontrol has t be co ine with the magn tic F sh-
bach resonance. The k y id a s th t, instead of c upling
ato s in the sc tering s ate to a bound state, the laser
induces a bound- o-bound t a sition be ween the closed
channel m lec le f r a magnetic Feshbach resonance a d
anot r excit d stat molecule. In this way, the laser an
hift th e ergy of closed c nn l molecule, nd ther fore
it moves th lo ti n of magn tic Feshbach resonance.
This met od has been re ently de onstra d in bo h ul-
tracold Bo e and F rmi gas . Th lo rate is reduced by
an ord r of magnitude, while it stil main in the advan-
tage of high resolutio of spa ial and t mp ral control.
T disti guish this e od fr m he conventi al optic
Feshbac es an , here w r fe i as optical control of
a magne ic Feshb ch resonan e.
p-wave interacti n plays cruci role n ny qua -
tum any-body sy tem , in particular, n te m of real-
izing topolog cal s perflu ds. Recent works also reveal
interest g many-b dy phy ics wh n a p-wave Feshb ch
resonance sits arby an - av e. In his let er, f
the first time we apply this optic l cont ol t a high par-
tial wave magn tic Feshbach resonance. For instance,
e show that th p-wav resonance betwe |9/2, 7/2i
atoms in 198.3G can b shifted by about 10G in prac-
tices, and t refore overlaps with the s-wave between
|9/2, 7/2 nd |9/2, 9/2i. This creates an interest g
q antum many-body system with ot eson ting p-wave
and s-wav interactions.
Note that for the p-wav resonance, suppose the mag-
n tic field s long zˆ and pol rizes t e spin direction, the
magnetic dipole energy will be d ↵ r nt b tw en m = 0
resonance a d = ±1 resonances, w ich will split a p-
wave magn tic Feshbac r s nance i to t o resonances.
When applying an optical control, w first on ider the
situation that the l se is lin arly polarized al ng zˆ, the
rotational symmetry is s ill preserved (u der the condi-
tion that the pho o recoil en rgy is u  ently w ak com-
paring to d u ing and can be s f ly ig ored). H nc ,
the m = ±1 r onances remain degenerate eve i the
pr s nce of th ptical control lase . I this cas , our
experi nt finds that, with he same la er fiel s rength,
the shift of = 0 res nanc is lway l rger than the
m = ±1 res nces. Our experiment also indi tes that
th t hi is a un v r al ph n menon b ca s the ame
f a ure is b rv d by cho sing di↵erent p-wave mag tic
F shbach r sonances a by choosing di↵ t mol cu ar
excite s a e . We develop a si l theoretical model to
show that this is inde d th c se a s i deed a uni-
v rsal phenomenon. Mor over, we ls observ that, if
t e polarization f the las r i perpendicul r o zˆ, th
rotati l symmet along zˆ is explici ly br ken, and as
expected, he m = ±1 reso anc will plit.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) T -w ve F hbach r o ance
m nipul ted by a laser field with polarization parallel
to the external magnetic field. ( ) Sc matic diagram of
th laser b am and the external magn ti fi ld. (b) and (c)
Ato loss measurements of the p-wave Feshb h resonance
of |9/2,−7/2〉 ⊗ |9/2,−7/2〉 (locat d at 198.3 G for m = ±1
and 198.8 G for m = 0 without laser field) as th function of
the m gnetic fiel for the different blue (b) and red laser (c)
detuning. The l ser field drives a b und-to-bound transition
around ωeg ' 3 8104.6 GHz.
red d tuned o the bound-to-b u d transition, the energy
f the closed channel bound st te is effectively pus ed
down due to the coupling to the e cited molecular state.
Consequently, it requires larger Zeeman energy to bring
the bound state to threshold, and the Feshbach resonance
moves toward high magnetic fields. When the laser de-
tuning becomes smaller, the bound state energy experi-
ences stronger level repulsion. As a result, the shift of
the resonance position becomes larger. As shown in Fig.
1(c), we find that the position of m = 0 resonance moves
much faster than those of the m = ±1 resonances as the
detuning decreases. For instance, when the red detuning
is ∼ 1.55 GHz, as shown in Fig. 1(c4), the m = ±1 reso-
nance is only shifted to 198.8 G, and the m = 0 resonance
is shifted to 201.6 G.
When the laser is blue detuned, the energy of the closed
channel molecule is effectively pushed to the higher en-
ergy, and it therefore requires less Zeeman energy to bring
the molecule to threshold, and consequently the Feshbach
resonances move toward low magnetic fields. Similarly,
the resonance of m = 0 moves faster. Hence, for small de-
tuning, the m = 0 resonance locates at a lower field than
= 1 resonance, as s own in Fig. 1(b4). Nevertheless,
wh n d tuning becomes larger, it will eventually re-
cover situatio in absence of the laser field, that is,
he m = 0 resonance locates at a higher field than the
m = ±1 resona ce, as shown in Fig. 1(b2). Hence, at an
int rmediate fine-tuned detuning, the m = 0 resonance
will accidentally ov rlap with the m = ±1 resonance,
and it creates another interesting situation that all three
sonanc s appear s a ingle resonance. This is indeed
bserved as shown in Fig. 1(b3). In another word, this
a pens when the differ nce in dipolar interaction en-
ergy between molecules is canceled by the difference in
the molecular ac Stark effect. In this accidental situa-
tion, it c n be viewed as the SU(2) rotational symmetry
is r stored
Exp rimental Observat on of the Universal Feature. To
cle r y v sua ize how the resonance position is shifted by
th laser, in Fig. 2 w plot the magnetic field location as
a fu cti n of the la er detuning. In Fig. 2(a) we consider
the p-wave reso ance f r spinless 40K in |9/2,−7/2〉 state
[25] and the bound-to-bound transition at ωeg ' 388.105
THz, and in Fig. 2(b) we consider the same p-wave
reso a ce but a different bound-to-bound transition at
ωeg ' 388.31 THz. In Fig. 2(c) we consider a different
p-wave reso ance for spinless 40K in |9/2,−5/2〉 state
[35] with the bound-to-bound transition at a similar fre-
qu ncy as Fig. 2( ).
In Fig. 2 we also show that all these cases can be well
captured by a simple formula as
µ(Bm −Bm0) = −Re
[
I(m)
∆− iγ/2
]
, (1)
whereBm andBm0 are the magnetic field position for res-
onances in presence and in absence of the laser field, re-
spectively, µ is the magnetic moment difference between
the closed and open channels, ∆ is the laser detuning
from the excited molecular states, and γ is the sponta-
neous emission rate of excited molecular states. I(m)
represents the laser induced coupling between closed-
channel molecule and the excited molecular state. The
R.H.S of Eq. (1) is nothing but the laser-induced energy
shift of the closed-channel bound state. This formula
can be derived from microscopic coupled channel model
[36, 37].
By fitting the data shown in Fig. 2 with Eq.(1), we
find I(0)/I(±1) ≈ 2.1, 1.9 and 1.9 for Fig. 2(a-c), re-
spectively. This strongly indicates that I(0)/I(±1) is a
universal number. Here universal means this ratio is not
sensitive to either the choice of closed molecule, that is,
which p-wave resonance to start with (e.g. Fig. 2(a) and
(c)), or the choice of the excited molecular state, that is,
which bound-to-bound transition to couple to (e.g. Fig.
2(a) and (b)).
3FIG. 2: (Color online) The position of the shifted Feshbach resonance as a function of the laser detuning. (a)
and (b) p-wave Feshbach resonance of two atoms in |9/2,−7/2〉 ⊗ |9/2,−7/2〉 state [25] at about 198 G with bound-to-bound
transition frequency at ωeg ' 388.105 THz (a) and ωeg ' 388.31 THz (b); (c) p-wave Feshbach resonance of two atoms in
|9/2,−5/2〉 ⊗ |9/2,−5/2〉 state [35] at about 232 G with bound-to-bound transition frequency at ωeg ' 388.105 THz . The
curves are obtained by fitting experimental data by Eq. (1).
Theoretical Explanation of the Universal Feature. Here
we offer a theoretical explanation why I(0)/I(±1) is in-
deed universal. To start with, let us state the necessary
quantum numbers to describe a diatomic molecular state
in the center-of-mass frame. rn denotes the displacement
between two nucleus, and re1 and re2 are the displace-
ments between two electrons and the center-of-mass. The
necessary quantum numbers includes: (i) the total angu-
lar momentum l and its zˆ-component m (Here xˆ, yˆ and zˆ
label directions in the laboratory frame); (ii) the projec-
tion of Le1 +Le2 along the direction of rˆn, denoted by λ;
(iii) nn denoting the vibration between two nucleus, and
a set of quantum numbers {ne} describing the vibration
of two electrons; and (iv) the quantum numbers describ-
ing the electron and nuclear spin degree of freedom.
For the problem considered here, it is quite reasonable
to make following assumptions: (i) The energy splitting
between different spin states are much smaller comparing
to the laser detuning, such that we can ignore the spin-
orbit coupling and the hyperfine coupling, and therefore
we will not explicitly include the electron and nuclear
spin degree of freedoms. (ii) The energy splitting be-
tween states with different quantum number l are also
considered to be small comparing to the laser detuning,
and therefore, we treat them as “degenerate” states in
the laser coupling. (iii) The radial wave functions of the
excited molecular states are not sensitive to the quantum
number l and m. (ii) and (iii) are essentially based on
the consideration that the molecules involved in this pro-
cess are deeply bound such that their wave function are
largely reside in the centrifugal barrier.
Moreover due to the rotational symmetry along zˆ, m is
a good quantum number between initial and final states.
With (i) and (ii), the laser coupling between closed and
excited molecular states is proportional to
I(m) ∝
∑
lf
|〈lf,m, λf, {nfe}, nfn|Tˆ0|li,m, λi, {nie}, nin〉|2,
(2)
where Tˆ0 denotes the zˆ-component of re1 +re2 , and f and
i in the upper superscript label the quantum numbers
for the initial and final state quantum numbers, respec-
tively. Since we consider a p-wave resonance, the closed
channel molecule should be a p-wave one, that is, li = 1;
and for two alkali atoms in the electronic ground state
(Σ-orbital), λi = 0. In the expression for I(m), differ-
ent choice of nin and {nie} corresponds to different closed
channel molecules, and thus, different p-wave resonance;
and different choice of nfn and {nfe} corresponds to dif-
ferent excited state molecules, and thus, different bound-
to-bound transition frequency.
The key theoretical result is to show that I(m) can be
factorized into
I(m) = g
(
m,λf
)× h ({nfe}, nfn, {nie}, nin, λf) , (3)
where g and h are two functions. This result follows from
(iii) and the use of the Born adiabatic approximation [34].
Thus, we can see that I(0)/I(±1) only depends on λf and
I(0)
I(±1) =
 3 for λ
f = 0,
1/2 for λf = ±1.
(4)
I(0)/I(±1) is independent of nfn, {nfe}, nin and {nie}, that
is to say, is independent on the choice of p-wave reso-
nance, and up to these two different values, is indepen-
dent of the choice of the bound-to-bound transition.
This result provides a qualitative explanation of the ex-
perimental observations. Assuming the three cases shown
in Fig. 2 all come from excited molecular states with
λf = 0, it is consistent with that fact that the m = 0 res-
onance always moves faster than m = ±1 resonance, and
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The p-wave Feshbach resonance
overlapping with s-wave resonance by the laser field..
(a) Loss measurements of the p-wave Feshbach resonance of
|9/2,−7/2〉⊗|9/2,−7/2〉 as the function of the magnetic field
for the red laser detuning. (b) Loss measurements of the p-
and s-wave Feshbach resonances of |9/2,−7/2〉 ⊗ |9/2,−9/2〉
as the function of the magnetic field for the red laser detun-
ing. The laser beam propagating along the yˆ axis, is linearly
polarized parallel to external magnetic field and red detuning
with 1.1 GHz.
the ratio I(0)/I(±1) is nearly a constant. The quantita-
tive difference between our theoretical and experimental
results is likely due to the assumptions (i)-(iii) are not
perfectly obeyed in practices.
Overlapping s- and p-wave Resonance. Recently, sev-
eral works have predicted that interesting many-body
physics can occur when a p-wave Feshbach resonance
sits nearby an s-wave one [38–41]. For instance, it has
been predicted that for a one-dimensional Fermi gas with
strong s-wave interaction, an extra p-wave interaction
can make the system favor an itinerant ferromagnetic
phase [40, 41], providing a new mechanism for itiner-
ant ferromagnetism; and it has also been predicted that
interesting pairing structure can happen for a three-
dimensional Fermi gas with overlapping s- and p-wave
resonances. Nevertheless, without the optical control,
even through in 40K the s- and p-wave resonances are
quite close, the p-wave resonances sitting at 198.3 G and
198.8 G are barely within the range (8 G) of the s-wave
resonance sitting at 201.6 G [42].
With our optical control, as shown in Fig. 3, for red de-
tuning 1.1 GHz, one of the resonance with m = 0 can be
shifted by about 10 G in practice, and therefore overlaps
with the s-wave resonance. Fig 3 (a) shows the loss for
single component Fermi gas with only |9/2,−7/2〉 state
and with applied optical control, and Fig. 3(b) shows the
loss feature for a mixture of |9/2,−7/2〉 and |9/2,−9/2〉.
One can see that one of the p-wave resonance is entirely
buried inside the s-wave resonance. Therefore it creates
the situation where the predications from Ref. [38–41]
can be tested in this system.
Conclusion. In summary, we have studied the opti-
cal control of a p-wave Feshbach resonance by utilizing
bound-to-bound transitions driven by a laser field. The
main finding is a universal feature of this optical control,
that is, the ratio I(0)/I(±1) to large extent is a universal
constant. By this optical control, we demonstrate that
intriguing scenarios can happen such as a p-wave reso-
nance can overlap with an s-wave resonance. We have
also considered the situation that the polarization of the
laser is not along zˆ but in the xy plane. This breaks the
rotational symmetry and all three resonances will split.
This allows us to access independent control of all three
resonances [34]. Our work opens many opportunities for
investigating interesting few- and many-body problems
in these settings.
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Supplementary for “Universal Feature in Optical Control of a p-wave Feshbach
Resonance”
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We perform our experiments by employing a fermionic gas of 40K atoms of the F = 9/2 manifold. The experiment
starts with a Fermi gas of |9/2, 9/2〉 with atom number N = 2× 106 and at a temperature of T/TF ≈ 0.3 in a crossed
1064 nm optical dipole trap . TF is the Fermi temperature defined as TF = (6N)
1/3~ω/kB with ω¯ ' 2pi × 80 Hz
labels the geometric trapping frequency. The fermionic atoms are transferred to |9/2,−9/2〉 state as the initial state
via a rapid adiabatic passage induced by a RF field at 5 G. Then, the Fermi gas is transferred to the |9/2,−7/2〉 state
using a RF field with duration of 30 ms at B ' 219.4 G, where the frequency of center is 47.45 MHz and the width
is 0.3 MHz. In addition to these, we can also prepare the Fermi gases at the |9/2,−5/2〉 state via transferring atoms
in |9/2,−7/2〉 state to the |9/2,−5/2〉 state by a RF field of pi pulse.
Subsequently, a homogeneous magnetic bias field Bexp is applied in the zˆ axis (gravity direction) produced by
quadrupole coils, which is operating in the Helmholtz configuration. Two laser beams propagating along yˆ and zˆ
respectively are used as the tools to manipulate the p-wave Feshbach resonance and are extracted from a continuous-
wave Ti-sapphire single frequency laser and focused at the position of the atomic cloud with 1/e2 radii of 200 µm,
larger than the size of the degenerate Fermi gas. The laser beams is frequency-shifted by an acousto-optic modulators
(AOM), which allows precise control of the laser intensity and duration time of the pulse.
In order to control and observe the p-wave Feshbach resonance, we start with the ultracold Fermi gases in the
|9/2,−7/2〉 state at B ' 219.4 G. Then we adiabatically ramp the magnetic-field to the various expected field Bexp
during 1 ms, and hold 20 ms to observe the atomic losses at |9/2,−7/2〉 state by counting the number of atoms.
Subsequently, the laser is switched on and couples the closed channel molecular state to the excited molecular states
as shown in Fig. 1(a). Finally, we immediately turn off laser beam, the optical trap, and the magnetic field, and let
the atoms ballistically expand in 12 ms and take the time-of-flight (TOF) absorption image. The number of atoms in
|9/2,−7/2〉 state is obtained from the TOF image.
BOUND-TO-BOUND SPECTROSCOPY
We first measure the bound-to-bound spectroscopy for excited 40K2 molecules below the
2P1/2 +
2 S1/2 threshold
near p-wave Feshbach resonance. The magnetic-field Bexp is set to 198.3 G. At this value the atoms are subject to
inelastic loss since the energy of the closed channel molecular state m = ±1 coincides with the energy of two free
atoms. When the laser illuminates atomic gas and is near resonant with a bound-to-bound transition from φg to one
of the excited molecular states φe, a shift of the resonance position is induced by ac-stark effect and the peak location
of atomic losses are shifted. Fig. 1(b) shows the bound-to-bound spectroscopy near p-wave Feshbach resonance.
Here, the laser intensity is I = 60 mW and the laser wavelength ranges from 771.5 nm to 772.7 nm. We compare
this bound-to-bound spectroscopy near p-wave Feshbach resonance with that near s-wave Feshbach resonance of
|9/2,−9/2〉⊗|9/2,−7/2〉 at the magnetic field B = 201.6 G as shown in Fig. 1(c). This bound-to-bound spectroscopy
near s-wave Feshbach resonance was reported in our earlier work [1], in which Feshbach molecules are prepared below
the resonance at B = 201.6 G and its losses are measured during the laser drive the bound-to-bound transition.
The bound-to-bound spectroscopy obtained by two different ways show highly consistency. The observed peaks in
the bound-to-bound spectroscopy near p-wave Feshbach resonance correspond to the vibrational level of the excited
molecular states. There should be the multi-substructures at each vibrational level induced by vibration, rotation,
hyperfine interaction, and Zeeman interaction of molecules, which were observed in the bound-to-bound spectroscopy
near s-wave Feshbach resonance in our earlier work [1].
PROOF OF EQS. (3) AND (4)
Now we prove Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) in the main text by calculate the intensity I(m) of the laser-induced coupling
between the closed-channel bound state and the excited molecular state.
We start with a brief introduction of the wave function of the molecular state |l,m, λ, nn, {ne}〉. Since the freedom
of the inner shell electron can be safely ignored, a homonuclear diatomic molecule, e.g., a molecule of two 40K atoms
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Energy level diagram and excited molecule state spectroscopy. (a) Schematic diagram of the
energy curves of two atoms. Bound-to-bound transition from closed channel molecular state φg to one of the excited molecular
states φe occurs when a near resonant laser with frequency ωL is applied. Tow curves at the low energy end denotes the energy
of two single-component 40K atoms in electronic ground state . The curve at high energy end denote the energy of two atoms
composed by one electronic ground state atom and one electronic excited state atom.(b) Bound-to-bound spectroscopy below
the 2P1/2 +
2 S1/2 threshold near p-wave Feshbach resonance of |9/2,−7/2〉⊗ |9/2,−7/2〉 at the magnetic field B = 198.3 G. (c)
Bound-to-bound spectroscopy below the 2P1/2 +
2 S1/2 threshold near s-wave Feshbach resonance of |9/2,−9/2〉 ⊗ |9/2,−7/2〉
at the magnetic field B = 201.6 G.
can be viewed as being composed by two nuclei n1,2 and two outermost shell electrons e1,2 (Fig. 2). We study the
relative motion of these four particles, which is decoupled from the center-of-mass motion. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2,
we choose the origin of our coordinate system to be the center-of-mass position, which is approximated as the middle
point of the two nuclei. We also define the x-, y- and z-axises to be parallel to the ones of the lab frame. In our
system the molecule wave function is a function of the relative position rn of the two nuclei and the position re1,2 of
the electrons e1,2(Fig. 2). Notice that rei(i = 1, 2) is actually the relative position of ei and the center of mass of
the two nuclei. As shown in the main text, spin-orbit coupling and hyperfine interaction are ignored. Thus in our
calculation we only consider the spatial motion of the electrons and nuclei.
In our system, the total orbital angular momentum of all the four particles is denoted by L, and the orbital
angular momentum of the electron ei (i = 1, 2) is denoted by Lei . For simplicity, we ignore the fine and hyperfine
interaction and only consider the Coulomb interaction. Therefore, for our system the total angular momentum L
and the component of Le1 + Le2 in the direction of rn are conserved. Thus, the molecule state can be denoted as
|l,m, λ, nn, {ne}〉, where l and m are the quantum numbers for L2 and the z-component of L, respectively, λ is the
quantum number for the component of Le1 + Le2 along the direction of rn, while nn and {ne} are the nuclear and
the electronic vibrational quantum numbers, respectively. Under the Born adiabatic approximation [2], the molecular
wave function
Ψl,m,λ,nn,{ne}(rn; re1 , re2) ≡ 〈rn; re1 , re2 |l,m, λ, nn, {ne}〉 (1)
can be factorized as
Ψl,m,λ,nn,{ne}(rn; re1 , re2) = ψ
(n)
l,m,λ,nn,{ne}(rn)ψ
(e)
{ne},λ(rn; re1 , re2). (2)
Here ψ
(e)
{ne},λ is the wave function of the two outermost shell electrons when the positions of the two nuclei are pinned
down, and can be expressed as
ψ
(e)
{ne},λ(rn; re1 , re2) = e
−iLˆ(e)z φe−iLˆ
(e)
y θφ{ne},λ(rn; re1 , re2), (3)
where rn, θ and φ are the norm, polar angle and azimuthal angle of rn, respectively (Fig. 2), Lˆ
(e)
α (α = x, y, z) is the
component of Le1 + Le2 along the α-axis, and φ{ne},λ is the electronic wave function when the nuclei are pinned on
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The coordinate system used in our calculation.
the z-axis, which satisfies Lˆ
(e)
z φ{ne},λ(rn; re1 , re2) = λφ{ne},λ(rn; re1 , re2). Moreover, it can be shown that the nuclear
wave function ψl,m,λ,nn,{ne}(rn) can be further factorized as [3]
ψl,m,λ,nn,{ne}(rn) = χl,m,λ,nn,{ne}(rn)
√
2l + 1
4pi
D
(l)
λ,m(φ, θ, 0), (4)
with D
(l)
λ,m(α, β, γ) being the Wigner’s D-function and χl,m,λ,nn,{ne}(rn) being the radial wave function of the nuclei.
With the above results we can calculate the dipole transition matrix element 〈lf,m, λf, nfn, {nfe}|Tˆ0|li,m, λi, nin, {nie}〉,
which appears in Eq. (2) of the main text. This matrix element can be expressed as
〈lf,m, λf, nfn, {nfe}|Tˆ0|li,m, λi, nin, {nie}〉
=
∫
dre1dre2drn
[
Ψ∗lf,m,λf,nfn,{nfe}(rn; re1 , re2)Tˆ0Ψli,m,λi,nin,{nie}(rn; re1 , re2)
]
, (5)
where
Tˆ0 = (ze1 + ze2), (6)
with zei (i = 1, 2) is the z-component of rei . For future use, we further define the operators
Tˆ±1 =
[∓(xe1 + xe2)− i(ye1 + ye2)√
2
]
, (7)
with xei and yei (i = 1, 2) being the x- and y-component of rei , respectively. It is clear that Tˆj (j = 0,±1) form
rank-1 irreducible tensor operators under the total rotation of the two electrons, and thus satisfy
eiLˆ
(e)
y θeiLˆ
(e)
z φTˆ0e
−iLˆ(e)z φe−iLˆ
(e)
y θ =
∑
q′=0,±1
Tˆq′D
(1)
q′,0(φ, θ, 0). (8)
Substituting Eqs.(3,4) into Eq.(2) and then into Eq.(5), and using Eq. (8) and the facts that li = 1 and λi = 0, we
obtain
〈lf,m, λf, nfn, {nfe}|Tˆ0|li,m, λi, nin, {nie}〉 = (−1)λ
f−m
√
3(2lf + 1)A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,lf ,m,λf
(
lf 1 1
−λf λf 0
)(
lf 1 1
−m 0 m
)
,
(9)
where
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
is the Winger-3j symbols and A{nfe},nfn,lf ,m,λf is defined as
A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,lf ,m,λf =∫ ∞
0
drn
{
r2nχ
∗
lf ,m,λf ,{nfe},nfn(rn)χli=1,m,λi=0,{nie},nin(rn)
∫
dre1dre2
[
φ∗{nfe},λf (rn; re1 , re2)Tˆλfφ{nie},λi=0(rn; re1 , re2)
]}
.
(10)
4In the derivation of Eq. (9), the relations that D
(l)
m′m(φ, θ, 0)
∗ = (−1)m′−mD(l)−m′,−m(φ, θ, 0) and∫
sinφdφdθ
4pi
D
(j1)
m′1m1
(φ, θ, 0)D
(j2)
m′2m2
(φ, θ, 0)D
(j3)
m′3m3
(φ, θ, 0) =
(
j1 j2 j3
m′1 m
′
2 m
′
3
)(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
. (11)
are adopted[3].
Now we consider the dependence of A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,lf ,m,λf on the quantum numbers l
f and m of the finial state. In
the radial Schro¨dinger equation satisfied by χ{nfe},nfn,lf ,m,λf (rn), the value of l
f and m only influence the intensity of
the centrifugal potential which is proportional to −r−2n , and thus do not have strong effects for the deep bound state.
As shown in the main text, here we assume that the excited molecular states are deep bound states and thus assume
the radial wave function χ{nfe},nfn,lf ,m,λf (rn) to be approximately independent of the values of l
′ and m. Therefore,
according to Eq. (10), the parameter A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,lf ,m,λf is also independent of l
f and m. Therefore, we can
simplify the notation
A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,lf ,m,λf → A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,λf , (12)
and rewrite Eq. (9) in a more concise form as
〈lf,m, λf, nfn, {nfe}|Tˆ0|li,m, λi, nin, {nie}〉 = (−1)λ
f−m
√
3(2lf + 1)A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,λf
(
lf 1 1
−λf λf 0
)(
lf 1 1
−m 0 m
)
.
(13)
Eq. (13) shows that the dependence of 〈lf,m, λf, {nfe}, nfn|Tˆ0|li,m, λi, {nie}, nin〉 on lf and m are all included in the
Winger-3j symbols and the factor
√
3(2lf + 1), and thus can be evaluated precisely.
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (2) of the main text, we immediately obtain the laser coupling intensity I(m):
I(m) = g(m,λf)× h ({nfe}, nfn, {nie}, nin, λf) , (14)
where
g(m,λf) =
∑
lf
3(2lf + 1)
(
lf 1 1
−λf λf 0
)2(
lf 1 1
−m 0 m
)2
, (15)
and
h
({nfe}, nfn, {nie}, nin, λf) = ∣∣A{nfe},nfn,{nie},nin,λf ∣∣2 . (16)
Eq. (14) is just Eq.(3) of our main text.
Furthermore, using Eqs. (14-16) we can immediately obtain the result I(+1) = I(−1), as well as Eq. (4) of our
main text:
I(0)
I(±1) =
 3, for λ
f = 0
1/2, for λf = ±1
. (17)
Notice that this result is independent of the value of {nfe}. This result means that if the pi-polarized laser couples
the closed-channel bound state of the magnetic Feshbach resonance to the excited molecular states with λf = 0 (i.e.,
the states in the electronic Σ-orbit), then the shift of the resonance point for m = 0 is more significant than that
for m = ±1. On the other hand, if the excited molecular states have λf = ±1 (i.e., the states are in the electronic
Π-orbit), then the shift of the resonance point for m = ±1 is more significant than that for m = 0. This result implies
in all of our experiments the laser induce the coupling to the excited molecule states with λf = 0.
VARYING LASER POLARIZATIONS.
We also consider the situation where the laser polarization is changed. In Fig. 3 we show the case where the laser
propagates along yˆ and the polarization is along xˆ. In this case the laser breaks rotational symmetry along zˆ and the
m = ±1 resonances split as a result. We find that when the laser is red detuned and large in strength, one of the
peaks from m = ±1 manifold moves closer to m = 0 resonance and they become incidentally degenerate, as shown in
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The p-wave Feshbach resonance manipulated by the laser field with the polarization
perpendicular to external magnetic field. (a) Schematic diagram of the laser beam and the external magnetic field. The
laser beam propagating along the yˆ axis, is linearly polarized perpendicular to external magnetic field. (b) and (c) Atom
loss measurements of the p-wave Feshbach resonance of |9/2,−7/2〉 ⊗ |9/2,−7/2〉 as the function of the magnetic field for the
different blue and red laser detuning. (d) The resonance position of the shifted Feshbach resonance as a function of the laser
detuning. Three different lines correspond to the m = 0 and m = ±1 resonances respectively.
Fig. 3(c3). When the laser frequency is tuned further to the resonance, the m = 0 peak moves much more quickly,
still consistent with the analysis in main text.
In Fig. 4 we show a different case in which the laser propagates along the magnetic field direction but the polarization
is circularly polarized in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. Here we fix the laser detuning at −2.6 GHz
and find that the resonance position behaves differently depending on the laser ellipticity ξ. (ξ = 0 denote linear
polarization, and ξ = ± denotes left and right circular polarization.) Thus, we see that by combining laser detuning
and ellipticity, one can almost independently control all three resonances.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The p-wave Feshbach resonance manipulated by the laser field propagating along the
external magnetic field with circular polarization. The position of the shifted Feshbach resonance as a function of the
ellipticity. Here, laser detuning is −2.6 GHz. Inset: Schematic diagram of the laser beam and the external magnetic field.
Three different lines correspond to the m = 0 and m = ±1 resonances respectively.
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